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Welcome to November 29, 2021 

I have always been a dog person. Yep, a Golden Retriever has typically been our 

family dog, sweet and great with children.  

As long as I can remember, I have been very frightened of cats. I had a bad 

experience with a neighbor’s cat when I was a child and sadly, I never quite shook 

the fear. So, when my son told me his girlfriend Kora was coming for Thanksgiving 

(which was wonderful news) and her new kitten would stay with her parents, I was 

doubly thrilled. However, plans changed (God has a great sense of humor). 

There was a family emergency at Kora’s home (a pipe burst) and it meant either 

Kora returned to her college apartment with the kitty or she came to our home. 

Now, in my heart that was never even considered, but my head took some 

convincing.   

Jeremy and Kora assured me little Lilac would stay in his room and I would not be 

in contact with her. You can imagine what happened. This darling little kitty shows 

up at our home and that was the end of that- she was everywhere. It did not take 

long for me to fall in love with her! 

In fact, my husband who was well aware of this fear of cats was quite impressed 

with this effort. My son on the other hand, who is a little less diplomatic, said to 

me, “You know, I wasn’t sure how you could be scared of a cute little kitty who 

weighs less than 3 pounds!”  

I know she will soon be a cat and the kitty will be in the past. Just the same, it feels 

like a strong step in the right direction. That’s the interesting thing about fears, 

they do need to be faced, not fed. Thanks to little Lilac, I am moving forward.  

 

 

 

 



Fact: Known as both gatophobia and ailurophobia, the fear of cats is not as 

common as the fear of dogs. Nonetheless, the fear of cats can have profound 

effects on peoples' daily lives, making it impossible to visit cat-loving friends and 

forcing them to limit their daily activities. 

Link: Cats in the Cradle-Harry Chapin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUwjNBjqR-c 

Have a great week! 

Mary Sue 
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